
33. Failing to upgrade your hand
with golden cards

Partner opens 1♥, you respond 1♠
and partner rebids 2♣. What now
with these hands?

The first and third have shot up
in value because you have golden
cards — honours in partner’s suits.
Give partner as little as ♠5,
♥AQ532, ♦643, ♣AJ54 and 4♥

will make facing the first respond-
ing hand (unless the defence keep
leading trumps, preventing you
from ruffing your third diamond
— the tenth trick). 

The third will surely make 4♥

and quite possibly 6♥. Give
partner a shapely 13-count eg ♠-,
♥AJ653, ♦A73, ♣KJ632, and 6♥ is
easy. The second, however, has
declined in value — with no high
cards at all in partner’s two suits.

I would bid 3♥ with the first hand
(showing 10-12 points — which is
what your hand is worth). I’d bid 2♥

with the second (showing 6-9
points, again what your hand is now
worth). And I’d bid 4♥ with the
third — normally 13 points or more.

The message is clear: upgrade
high cards in partner’s bid suits;
downgrade high cards in partner’s
short suits.

What Happened
N-S stopped in 2♥ and declarer
played “safely” for plus one.

What Should Have Happened
In 4♥, you win West’s sage trump
lead (although an unlikely dia-
mond lead would lead to a ruff)
with ♥K and lead ♣4 to ♣10. West

wins ♣J and continues with ♥7.
Winning ♥J, you lead ♣8 to ♣A
and ruff ♣6. You now lead ♠2
(breaking the defensive communi-
cation for the diamond ruff). East
wins ♠K but you can ruff his (say)
♠A, draw his last trump and force
out ♦A. Ten tricks made.
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Contract: 2♥ , Opening Lead: ♥8 

Dealer: South, Vulnerability: Neither

N

W E
S

♠75432
♥KJ10
♦KJ2
♣84

1♥ Pass 1♠ Pass
2♦ Pass 2♥(1) end

(1) Failing to upgrade his golden red-suit
pictures.

What Happened

S W N E

♠8
♥AQ543
♦Q1043
♣A106

♠AKJ
♥962
♦85
♣Q9753

♠Q1096
♥87
♦A976
♣KJ2

What Should Have Happened

S W N E

Contract: 4♥, Opening Lead: ♥8

♠97432
♥KJ4
♦52
♣KQ3

♠KQ32
♥732
♦KQ2
♣832

♠86432
♥KQ2
♦42
♣AQ5

1♥ Pass 1♠ Pass
2♦ Pass 3♥(1) Pass
4♥(2) end

(1) Representing a 10-12 point invitational
hand — which is what her hand is now worth
given ♥KJ10 and ♦KJ2 in partner’s suits.
(2) Marginal to accept — but a 5431 shape is
much better than 5422. Even the two minor-
suit tens must be taken into account (indeed
the ♦10 was to make all the difference).


